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himself to commit the sin that doth so easily beset a lecturer, that of
reiteration and labouring his point. An |̂ on the other h^n^ there are
portions of the book (e.g., the note on the Association of Ideas and the.
chapter on the Philosophy of the Absolute) where the discussion is either
too oondensed to be useful to the student or too general to be adequate to
the subject. Of course the improvement of the book in this respect
would mean ita enlargement, and even the most comprehensive books,
have spatial limits.

Without attempting to discuss the book in detail, one may remark,
upon the excellence of Prof. Wataon's exposition and his acute yet.
sympathetic criticism in the chapters and notes which refer to Descartes,
and Kant, and in the notes on " The Platonic and Aristotelian Criticism
of Phenomenalism" and on the views of Aristotle and Hegel regarding;
the principle of identity. This last note and the note on Descartes and
Kant are the most valuable parts of the new material in the volume.
The treatment of Mr. Spencer's position is also very clear and fair, and
the exposition and criticism of Mill is on the whole very good, although
on particular points (e.g., the question of the inconceivability of the
opposite as a test of truth) Prof. Watson's argument seems to some
extent open to objection. In the new matter there are several things
which, apart from their general value, will be of.special interest to
readers of MIND. In a note on "Agnosticism and Scepticism," Prof.
Watson argues acutely against the scepticism of Mr. Alfred Sidgwick,
as expressed in an article in MIND (N.S., voL in.), and in another note
on "The Feeling Soul" there is a very interesting appreciation and
criticism of Mr. Bradley'* remarkable article in MIND (O.S., vol. iii.),
in course of which, with much justice, Prof. Watson suggests that Mr.
Bradley^ position seems to imply the introducing intoPsyohology of
the " preformation " theory of development, which has been discredited,
in biology. Again, in an admirable discussion of Lotze's theory of know-
ledge, Prof. Watson traces to the influence of Lotze the distinction
which Mr. Bradley draws between ideas as ' events' and as having-
' content,' a distinction which, in the form in which it is made, has had
a baneful efieqt on the argument both of the Principles of Logic and
of Appearance and Reality. Mention ought also to be made of the
note on "The Problem of-Human Freedom," in which there is some
excellent criticism of the Kantian element in the work of T. H, Green.
Such discussions as these make the book much more than a mere,
manual for students. While the main argument runs on familiar lines,
it has the freshness that comes of contact with present questions.

E. LATTA.

The Mental Affection* of Children: Idiocy, Imbecility, and Insanity.
By WILLIAM W. IBBLAJCD, M.D. London: J. 4 A. Churchill;
Edinburgh : James Thin, 1898. Pp. ii-, 442.

In his book on the Mental Affections of Children : Idiocy, Imbecility,
and Insanity, Dr. Ireland continues the stndies of his former book,
Idiocy and Imbecility, incorporating part of the old material Like the
earlier book, this is written mainly for the practical alienist; but it is
not without material for theoretic study, and Dr. Ireland does " not yet
despair of receiving some little attention from the students of psychology
in Great Britain " (as well as America). He writes out of the fulness of
a long experience among idiots and imbeciles; his many contributions to
his selected region of studies have found recognition in all the standafd
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text-books of insanity, and his concrete descriptions here will be ap-
preciated by alienists at a very high value. Now, what has he to offer
to the " student of psychology " ? Directly, not very much that could
be readily summarised ; indirectly, a good deal " Idiocy " he defines as
" mental deficiency, or extreme stupidity, depending on malnutrition or
disease of the nervous centres, occurring either before birth or before the
evolution of the mental faculties in childhood ". The vagueness of this
definition is only partially reduced in the subsequent exposition. The
"causes" (chapter iii.) of the "malnutrition or disease are such as
these: heredity, consanguine marriages, scrofula, drunkenness, gynagogy,
fright to the pregnant mother, epilepsy, neuropathic conditions generally.
These terms are all highly general and for the most part vague. The
statements made under these heads do not assist us much to conceive
precisely how the various conditions become efficient causes. Heredity,
for instance, as indeed the author recognises, cannot well be offered as a
" cause " until some coherent idea of the notions indicated and focuased
by that name is first set forth. For the present, the theory of heredity
is only a working hypothesis. Similarly with consanguinity and drunken-
ness. For the pathology of these we must go to the researches on the
insanities of alcoholism. In this chapter, as in several other parts of the
book, one is disappointed to note a somewhat ill-informed antipathy to
the pathological applications of Darwinism. To Dr. Ireland's numerous
disappreciations, not to say sneers, the Darwinian may retort that
reversion and the other notions included under Darwinism are at least
an effort after a positive causation of positive phenomena, and that words
like " the influence of a formative force inherent in the whole organism
which suits the size of the skull to the size of the brain" (p. 102) are
a mere restatement of the fact, not even a formal explanation. But
to return. The classification of the forms of idiocy (chapter iv.) into
twelve varieties—genetous or congenital, microcephalic, hydrocephalio,
eclampsia, epileptic, paralytic, traumatio, inflammatory, sclerotic, syphi-
litic, cretinism, idiocy of deprivation—is not altogether congruous with
the definition, nor, even from the standpoint of pathology, is it free from
cross-divisions; but it is sufficient for clinical purposes. One of the best
parts of the book is the aooount of the histo- pathology of the brain of
the genetous idiot. The later observers have produced abundant evi-
dence of "arrested development," nerve-cells diminished in number and
abnormal in shape and issuing processes. In some specimens nerve-
fibres were found similarly deficient. But after histology has done all
it can be expected to do, there remains, even in the idiot nervous system,
the " soft play of life," and for further illumination one turns more hope-'
fully towards the applications of functional analysis, after the fruitful
methods of Dr. Pierre Janet of la Salpetriire. The discussion-on micro-
cephalic idiocy is good, but it would have been better without the useless
girding at the " Darwinians ". The discussions all through are essentially
physical. In the chapter on "Insanity of Children," we have somewhat
more psychology, but it is not correlated systematically with the normal.
There is no sustained attempt, as with Dr. Be van Lewis, to analyse
mental complexes Or apperceptions. But the objective material con-
tains many good observations and hints. This chapter and the suc-
ceeding chapter on sensory and mental deficiencies of idiots, suffer from
the want of a vigorous separation of physical and psychical. The
chapter on " Methods of Educating Idiots and Imbeciles contains many
first-hand hints on method—the time to begin training, the teaching of
written and spoken words, the development of the senses, etc. Here
functional analysis would be much to the purpose, as has been shown by
Laborde's results with the /miorophonograph in the education of deaf-
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mutes (Trtatment, 27th Oct., 1888). The object of training is to produce
a citizen, if possible; short of that, to make the idiot less of a social
burden. This brings us to the legal chapters, which must end in ques-
tions of ultimate ethics. Bid space allow, many other points might be
profitably discussed. In a compound book like this, it is impossible
to develop the detailed studies necessary to bring the psychology of
idiots into line with the normal, and we may hope that Dr. Ireland will
find time and energy to elaborate still more in the light of a fuller
psychology his sketcn of idiot education. The last chapter—on " Wolf
Boyx"—is essentially anecdotal, and does not pretend to more than
historical interest. I t remains to add that the book is written with
great fluency, and has many indications of wide and liberal scholarship.

W. LESLIB MACKENZIE.

A Study of a Child. By L. E. HOOAN. New York and London : Harper
Bros., 189a Pp. x., 220. (»2.60.)

Miss Hogan gives in this volume selected extracts from the diary of a
boy's life, beginning with fragmentary first-year notes, and continuing
into the eighth year. The topics followed out in greatest detail are
language and drawing; the work is illustrated by over 600 drawings by
the child.

Miss Hogan is herself more interested in Froebel and moral education
than in psychology. Hence her extracts tend towards illustrations of
discipline and conduct rather than towards a child psychology. Probably
the original diary, drawings and cuttings have been preserved ; they
would be of greater service to the psychologist than the present book.
Moreover the reader cannot be certain of the accuracy of all the recorded
observations. ' Receptiveness to sympathy' is not to be dated from the
second and third days; the average baby, at any rate, does not kiss its
mirror reflexion at three and a half months, though it may try to get
the whole image into its mouth; humonr hardly appears at five months.
Again, we are told that baby-talk was never employed (p. 5X while
instances of baby-talk occur later on (pp. 40, 42, etc.). On 18th July of the
second year we read : " He pronounces 1 in clock now " ; on 20th October:
" He pronounced 1 in clock for the first time, and then said it only once ".
After the child has said ' papa' for some time (7th, 16th Nov.), we find
that the author intended to say merely that the child meant ' papa';
up to 23rd November he had actually said ' baba'. ' Ach, Hinimel!' is
said on 24th November, and then, for the first time, on 14th December or
later. A word explained on p. 55 is declared inexplicable on p. 68. It
follows from all this that the work cannot be lightly used as a work of
reference. The preparing of an index would have called the' writer'*
attention to the many slips, and so have saved the reader much trouble.
It would be advisable, too, should the book come to a second edition, to
state the exact scale upon which the drawings and cuttings are reprodnced.
Anthropometric data are conspicuous by their absence.

.On the other hand, the child psychologist will be grateful for this
history of language development at large, and for the observations on
instinctive fears, imitation, etc Nor will he judge that all intrinsically
improbable statements are wrong. The present reviewer can bear out
the fact that " two voices, singing in parts," will soothe a child who is
deaf to the blandishments of a single voice: though accurate harmony is
not essential 1 Miss Hogan's plan is quite worth carrying out; and if she
has not done all that could be done by it, she has nevertheless obtained
a good share of positive result, besides furnishing a model for future
' child study in the home'.
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